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**Figure S1.** TEM images of S4VP@Ag monolayer micellar film with relatively small P4VP block ratio at (a) pH = 2, (b) as-prepared (pH = 7), and (c) pH = 10.
Figure S2. (a) Thickness and (b) surface roughness variation of S4VP@Ag films were measured by AFM at various pH conditions. The pH was increased from 2 to 10. AFM images of S4VP@Ag film of (c) as-prepared sample and treated in (d) pH = 8. In a specific condition (pH = 8, regarded as transition point occurring surface reconstruction in basic conditions), film thickness was increased while surface roughness decreased without surface reconstruction, implying that S4VP@Ag micellar films were swollen with increasing gap between Ag NPs and Ag film.
Figure S3. Cross-sectional line profile of S4VP@Ag monolayer film on Si substrate at pH = 10. Cross-sectional line profile was obtained from white dotted line in left AFM image, indicating small pores in the center of each micelle.
Figure S4. UV-vis absorption spectra of as-prepared S4VP micelles on Ag film for comparison of (a) before and (b) after reduction. The localized surface plasmon of Ag NP shows at 430 nm wavelength with S4VP resonance peak.
Figure S5. Dark-field microscopy images of S4VP@Ag monolayer film on Si substrate at (a) pH = 2, (b) as-prepared (pH = 7), and (c) pH = 10.
Figure S6. AFM images of S4VP@Ag monolayer film on Ag substrate at (a) pH = 2, (b) as-prepared (pH = 7), and (c) pH = 10. (d) These surface density of S4VP@Ag on Ag and Si substrates are plotted by bar graph based on AFM images. All surface morphologies in different pH conditions are almost same for Si substrate.
Figure S7. Raman intensity plots for S4VP@Ag monolayer films fabricated by (a) S4VP (31k) and (b) S2VP (265k) without BT target molecule. A ring stretching mode (1602 cm⁻¹) of a P4VP block was plotted, instead of characteristic wavelength of benzenethiol (BT) molecules.